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peech Emotion Recognition (SER) is considered a challenging task in the domain of 
Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) due to the complex nature of audio signals. To 
overcome this challenge, we devised a novel method to fine-tune Convolutional Neural 

Networks (CNNs) for accurate recognition of speech emotion. This research utilized the 
spectrogram representation of audio signals as input to train a modified Alex Net model capable 
of processing signals of varying lengths. The IEMOCAP dataset was utilized to identify multiple 
emotional states such as happy, sad, angry, and neutral from the speech. The audio signal was 
preprocessed to extract a 3D spectrogram that represents time, frequencies, and color 
amplitudes as key features. The output of the modified Alex Net model is a 256-dimensional 
vector. The model achieved adequate accuracy, highlighting the effectiveness of CNNs and 3D 
Mel-Spectrograms in achieving precise and efficient speech emotion recognition, thus paving 
the way for significant advancements in this domain. 
Keywords: Alex Net; Convolution Neural Network; Mel-Spectrogram; Speech Emotion 
Recognition. 
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Introduction: 
Speech Emotion Recognition (SER) involves extracting emotional features from speech 

signals using different classification models to recognize them [1][2]. Humans use a spectrum of 
different ways to express their emotions, such as body movements [3], color combinations in 
art, and rhythmic patterns in music [4][5]. Understanding and interpreting human emotions from 
audio signals is challenging due to the subjective nature of emotional content in the speech signal 
[6]. Traditional methods of speech emotion recognition often face limitations in capturing the 
nuanced features of emotions [7]. This research addresses the need for more robust and context-
aware emotion recognition systems in audio signals. 

Current developments in the field of audio emotion recognition focus on advanced 
techniques such as machine learning and signal processing, as highlighted by [8] and [9]. Multiple 
machine learning models like Support Vector Machine (SVM), Hidden Markov Models (HMM), 
Gaussian Matrix Models (GMM), and K-Nearest Neighbor [10][11] have been used for 
classifying the emotions within speech. Recent advancements in computing hardware and the 
advent of deep learning, have sparked significant interest in SER. The authors in [12] provide a 
comprehensive analysis of SER and propose three useful methods for identifying the emotions 
in speech. The study also highlighted the need to use appropriate methods for classification to 
improve the accuracy of the SER system. A separate investigation [13] examined Deep 
Learning approaches, including their features, advantages, and disadvantages. The research also 
divided these approaches into discriminative (Recurrent Neural Network, CNN), generative 
(Deep Belief Network, limited Boltzmann machine, and deep autoencoders), and hybrid 
categories.  

However, despite the significant progress in audio signal processing, there is still a 
notable gap in fully understanding the complicated nature of human emotions conveyed through 
speech. In response to these challenges, our research adopts a structured approach to enhance 
audio emotion recognition. This research drew inspiration from [14] and explored the extraction 
of spectrogram features from audio signals. Spectrograms provide a visual representation of the 
frequency content of a signal over time, allowing the researchers to treat audio data as visual 
data and apply advanced algorithms like CNN and its derivatives from the well-established field 
of computer vision to analyze and interpret speech patterns. 
Objectives: 

The primary objectives of this research are to improve the performance of audio 
emotion recognition systems by leveraging the Alex Net architecture to capture complex 
patterns in audio spectrograms correlating with diverse emotional states. Our research 
distinguishes itself through the innovative integration of audio and visual modalities, treating 
audio signals as visual data and utilizing the Alex Net architecture as a learning algorithm. This 
novel approach results in the development of a system, designed to provide a more 
comprehensive and detailed understanding of emotions conveyed through speech. The use of 
spectrograms enhances the depth of data representation, enabling the model to capture 
subtleties that conventional audio-only methods might struggle to discern.  
Novelty Statement: 

The novelty of this work lies in the adaptation of Alex Net, originally designed for image-
related tasks, to process audio spectrograms, thereby introducing a groundbreaking solution for 
emotion recognition in speech. 
Material and Methods: 

In this research, a system is developed to recognize four emotions from speech. The 
methodology of the research is shown in Figure 1.  
Data Collection:  In this research, we utilized the Interactive Emotional Dyadic Motion 
Capture (IEMOCAP) dataset, a publicly available benchmark dataset in the domain of public 
academic research concerned with speech and emotion. It is published by the University of 
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Southern California. The dataset has seven emotional categories; however, the scope of this 
research is only limited to four categories, i.e., neutral, happy, angry, and sad.  The rationale for 
selecting the IEMOCAP dataset lies in its rich emotional annotations, comprising recordings of 
naturalistic dyadic interactions that are unscripted and spontaneous, thereby mirroring real-life 
conversational scenarios. Additionally, the dataset contains interactions among multiple speakers 
of different genders across various sessions, thereby introducing variability in speech patterns, 
accents, and speaking styles. This diversity is pivotal for training models capable of generalizing 
effectively to unseen speakers and a spectrum of diverse speech characteristics. 

 
Figure 1: Flow of Methodology  

In the original corpus, the instances for happy class were relatively low which created a 
class imbalance problem. To deal with this problem, the data of the excited class was also merged 
with the happy class. This not only balanced the dataset but also made our work consistent with 
previous studies using the same dataset [15]. 

 
Figure 2: Distribution of Utterances across Classes 

The updated dataset comprises 5,531 utterances, distributed as follows: 1636 instances 
of happy class, 1084 of sad class, 1103 of angry, and 1708 of neutral class, as shown in Figure 2. 
Out of these 4,978 samples were used for training the deep learning model whereas 553 samples 
were used for testing. 
Feature Extraction: 

The feature extraction process began with the audio data in the .wav format. It was 
gathered from the processed files along with their labels. The next step was to extract features 
from the audio data. Our feature extraction process was specifically focused on utilizing a 3-
dimensional log Mel-spectrogram. This spectrogram representation provided a comprehensive 
view of the audio signals, capturing both the frequency and intensity aspects. The Mel-
spectrogram was derived from the Short-Time Fourier Transform (STFT) of the audio signal, 
with the third dimension representing the intensity of the signal at each time-frequency bin [16]. 
Hence, the .wav data was converted into a 3D spectrogram using the equation below. The X-
axis represents time, whereas the Y-axis is used to show the frequencies of the audio signals, and 
the colors are used to show the amplitude of the audio signal frequency at a particular instance 
[17]. 
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S(n) =  ∑ log(Hn(x) ∗ | X(x)|2)

f(n+1)

x−f(m−1)

 

The above formula was used to calculate the 3D log spectrogram of a signal using a fast 

Fourier transform. Where, the |X(x)| 2shows the range of energy in the xth position, n shows 

the number of filter banks, and x refers to the point or position of the Fast Fourier Transform. 
Spectrograms were extracted from 25 ms frames at a 100 Hz frame rate (i.e., every 10 ms). Figure 
2 shows the waveforms and 3-D Log-Mel spectrograms of the Neutral, Angry, Sad, and Happy 
emotional states respectively in the IEMOCAP database. 

 
Figure 3: Waveforms and 3-D Log-Mel spectrograms of the four emotional states respectively 

in the IEMOCAP database [18]. 
The choice of using Mel-spectrogram for feature extraction is pivotal in characterizing 

speech signals based on their frequency content and intensity variations. The Mel-spectrogram 
has proven to be effective in capturing essential acoustic features related to human speech and 
emotions [19][20]. By concentrating on the 3-dimensional Mel-spectrogram as our primary 
feature, we aimed to extract rich information that was relevant for recognizing emotional 
nuances in the audio signals. This feature will serve as the input to our model for further analysis 
and emotion recognition tasks. 
Alex Net Model:  
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The base Alex Net architecture is as follows: It has a total of eight layers including five 
convolutional layers (Conv1 to Conv5) and three fully connected layers (FC6, FC7, and FC8), 
as also shown in Figure 4. In the context of speech recognition, the input to the Alex Net model 
is typically 3D Mel-spectrograms, which are visual representations of audio signals over time. 
The input layer handles these inputs and passes them to the first convolutional layer. The five 
convolutional layers of Alex Net were designed to capture hierarchical features from the input 
data. They used filters (also known as kernels) to extract features such as edges, textures, and 
other patterns from the input. Each convolutional layer was followed by a Rectified Linear Unit 
(ReLU) activation function, which introduces non-linearity and helps the model learn complex 
patterns [21]. The equation for ReLU is given as: 

f(x) = max (0, x) 
Local Response Normalization (LRN) was applied after the first convolutional layer to 

enhance feature discrimination. Max-pooling layers were used to downsample spatial 
dimensions, which leads to translation invariance. The architecture includes three fully 
connected layers (FC6, FC7, and FC8), culminating in a SoftMax activation function to convert 
the network's raw output into probability scores for each class. This was used for classification 
purposes, providing the probabilities for each class.  

  
Figure 4: Alex Net architecture 

Alex Net for SER: 
Alex Net accepts 3D Mel-spectrograms as input, which are visual representations of 

audio signals over time, with frequency and amplitude information. The convolutional layers 
extracted important features from the spectrograms, which aided in identifying different classes 
of speech or emotions. The architecture was modified to handle variable-length audio signals, 
allowing the network to manage audio inputs of different durations. Techniques such as resizing 
or cropping were employed to process inputs of different dimensions. Along with that, in order 
to reduce over-fitting, the fully connected layer before the final SoftMax layer was removed from 
the architecture, making the network shallower. A shallower network is more robust to unknown 
examples and helps improve generalization. 
Performance Indicators: 

Performance indicators prove effective in order to evaluate a learning model for a 
classification problem, such as speech emotion recognition. The indicators/metrics utilized in 
this paper included F1 score, recall, precision, accuracy, and support.  Support values denote the 
count of real instances of a particular class within the dataset. The equations for other indicators 
are as follows: 

• Precision: Number of True Positives (TP) divided by the total number of True Positives 
(TP) and False Positives (FP). 

Precision =  
TP

TP +  FP
 

• Recall: Number of True Positives (TP) divided by the total number of True Positives (TP) 
and False Negatives (FN). 
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Recall =  
TP

TP +  FN
 

• F1 Score: The F1 score is the harmonic mean of precision and recall. 

F1 Score = 2 X
Precision X Recall

Precision +  Recall
 

However, these formulas are limited to binary classification problems where the data 
only has two classes. These indicators alone fall short of painting a complete picture of scenarios 
where multiple target classes are present, such as in this case. In such cases, averaging methods 
such as, weighted average and macro average help understand the performance of the model.  

• Macro Average: The macro-averaged F1 score was computed by taking the arithmetic 
mean of all the per-class F1 scores. This method treats all classes equally regardless of their 
support values. 

• Weighted Average: Weighted average calculates the average of a metric across each class 
but weighs each class by its support (the number of instances in each class). This accounts 
for class imbalance in the dataset. 

Weighted Average =  ∑(Metrici X 
Supporti

Total Supporti
)

n

i=1

 

Result and Discussion: 
The results were validated using the IEMOCAP dataset, comprising 553 instances to 

evaluate the model. Table 1 shows a detailed classification report of the final model with 
precision, recall, support, and F1 scores for each class. 

Table 1: Classification report of the model 

Class Recall F-1 Score Precision Support 

Angry 0.82 0.80 0.73 106 
Happy 0.72 0.73 0.72 162 

Sad 0.72 0.69 0.66 107 
Neutral 0.60 0.63 0.66 178 

Accuracy - 0.71 - 553 
Average (macro) 0.71 0.72 0.71 553 

Average (weighted) 0.70 0.70 0.70 553 

Table 1 presents a detailed evaluation of the model's performance across different 
emotion classes. The precision for the Angry class was 0.77, indicating that out of all instances 
predicted as the True class by the model, 77% of them are actually Angry. The number of actual 
instances in the dataset that belong to the Angry class was 106 and out of all the actual instances 
81% of them are identified correctly. The F1 Score for the Angry class was 0.79, illustrating the 
harmonic mean of precision and recall for the Angry class. These metrics show that the model 
performed reasonably well in identifying instances of the "Angry" class, with a good balance 
between precision and recall. 

Moving to the Happy class, the model showed evidence of precision of 0.71, indicating 
that there is room for improvement in accurately identifying happiness. However, the balanced 
recall of 0.71 and F-1 score of 0.72 indicated the model's effectiveness in capturing instances of 
happiness. The support value of 162 ensured a sufficient dataset for comprehensive evaluation. 
In the Sad class, the model achieved a precision of 0.65, indicating a moderate level of accuracy. 
The relatively high recall of 0.71 suggested the model's effectiveness in identifying actual 
instances of sadness. The balanced F-1 score of 0.68 further signifies a reasonable trade-off 
between precision and recall. With a support value of 107, there was adequate data for 
meaningful evaluation. 
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For the Neutral class, the model demonstrated a moderate precision of 0.65 and a 
balanced recall of 0.59, indicating its capability to correctly predict neutrality. The F-1 score of 
0.62 reflected a fair trade-off between precision and recall. The support value of 178 contributes 
to reliable evaluation. The model showed an overall accuracy of 0.70, showcasing its correctness 
in classifying instances across all emotion classes. Macro averages (0.70, 0.70, 0.71) and weighted 
averages (0.69, 0.69, 0.69) provided a comprehensive assessment, treating each class equally and 
considering class imbalances, respectively. However, it's important to note that challenges such 
as class imbalance and data variability could impact the generalization of the model to unseen 
data. A key limitation of this study is that it only focuses on the utilization of audio for SER. 
This opens an opportunity for future research direction where multiple modalities like text and 
videos could also be used along with the audio spectrograms. 
Conclusion: 

In conclusion, SER presents a challenging task primarily due to the intricate nature of 
the audio signals. To deal with this problem, this research demonstrated the effectiveness of a 
modified Alex Net model with 3D Mel-Spectrograms for speech emotion recognition. This 
approach allowed the audio data to be represented in visual form with the help of 3D 
spectrograms. The model performed reasonably well in predicting anger and demonstrated the 
ability to recognize anger, happiness, sadness, and neutrality. Areas for potential improvement 
lie particularly in precision for happiness, declaring further refinement through additional data 
or fine-tuning. Investigating misclassifications and enhancing model interpretability may offer 
valuable insights for future enhancements. 
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